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DID YOU MISS THESE ISSUES?
Project Book 1

Universal Timer. A programmable
controller with 18 program times
for up to 4 mains appliances.
Combo Amplifier. Superb 120W
MOSFET power amp with low -noise
BI-FET pre -amp having built-in flanger,
inputs for guitars, keyboards or micro-
phones, and a five -step equaliser.
Temperature Gauge. Coloured LED
indication of 10°C to 100°C.
Pass The Bomb! Low-cost easy -to -build electronic version of
pass -the -parcel, keeps kids amused for hours!
Six easy -to -build Projects on Veroboard. Car Battery Monitor -
Colour Snap Game - CMOS Logic Probe- Peak Level Indicator -
Games Timer- Multi -Colour Pendant.

All this for only 70p. Order As XAO1B (Maplin Project Book No. 1)
Price 70p NV.

Project Book 3
ZX81 Keyboard. Full-size full -
travel 43 -key keyboard with
electronics makes graphics,
functions and shift lock, single
key selections. Keyboard plugs
directly into sockets inside ZX81
and there is no soldering in

Gives fast, reliable entry.
Stereo 25W MOSFET Amp. Kit
includes wooden cabinet and
printed and punched chassis.
This superb 25W rms per chan-
nel amp has inputs for magnetic
pick-up, tape tuner and aux.
Very easy to build, no setting
up, superb frequency response,
low noise low distortion and the grandeur of MOSFET sound.
Radar Intruder Detector. Home Office type -approved detector
gives coverage up to 20m. May be used with our Burglar Alarm.
Remote Control for Train Controller. Infra -red, radio, or
wired remote control units for our Multi -Train Controller.

All this for only 70p. Order As XAO3D (Maplin Project Book No. 3)
Price 70p NV.

Project Book 5
Modem. A low-cost high quality unit
capable of 300 baud transmission
speed over normal telephone lines.
Send data to your friends anywhere
in Europe or talk to our computer.
Inverter. Reliable MOSFET design is
ideal for camping, caravanning or
standby use during power cuts.
2X81 Sound Generator. This unit
plugs into the Maplin ZX81 extension
board and gives full control from
BASIC of 3 tone generators, with
single address access.
Central Heating Controller. Optimise performance of your
heating system with this advanced unit.
External Horn Timer. To comply with latest legal requirements.
Panic Button. Add on to our Home Security System.
Model Train Projects. Additions for our Multi -Train Controller.
Interfacing Microprocessors. Describes the use of parallel
input/output ports. Complete with circuits.
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Project Book 2

Digital Multi -Train Controller. Controls
up to 14 loco's with up to 4 simultan-
eously. Features automatic short-
circuit protection and DC supply
present all the time for carriage
lights etc. Modules will fit in most
modern 00 -scale engines.
Home Security System. With six
independent channels and 2 or 4 -
wire operation, main and external
tamper -proof cabinets, and
detection of open or short circuits or just resistance change, the
unit offers a high degree of protection with excellent long-term
reliability.
Digital MPG Meter. Easy to build with large LED display, makes
motoring more economical.

All this for only 70p. Order As XAO2C (Maplin Project Book No. 2)
Price 70p NV.

Project Book 4

Telephone Exchange. Up to 32 extens-
ions on 2 -wire lines for home, office or
factory. Save fff's on rental charges.
Details for up to 16 lines in this book.
Remote Control for Amplifier. Adjust
volume, balance and tone whilst you
sit back and relax with our infra -red
remote control. For use with our 25W
Mosfet stereo amp or almost any amp.
Frequency Counter. Superb easy -to -
build low-cost 8 -digit counter with
superior specification covers 10Hz to
600MHz range. Incorporates full push-
button control, electronic switching, and 1 input for whole range.
Ultrasonic Intruder Detector. This easy -to -build ultrasonic
transceiver covers up to 400 square feet; though more than one
unit can be used for larger areas. The unit automatically adjusts
itself to transmit at the frequency where the transducers give
their maximum output. Up to three of these units may be
connected to our Home Security System.

All this for only 70p. Order As XAO4E (Maplin Project Book No. 4)
Price 70p NV.
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Project Book 6
VIC20 and ZX81 Talkbacks. Projects to
enable these micro's to speak!
Allophone based system gives
unlimited vocabulary. Plus a
fascinating article on speech synthesis
techniques using allophones.
Scratch Filter. This tunable design will
make those old scratched records
playable again.
Bridging Module. Use this kit and two
Maplin 75W MOSFET amplifier
modules to make a superb 400W
amp. - with loudspeaker protection.
Moisture Meter. A low cost project which enables you to check
walls and floors for damp.
ZX81 1V Sound and Normal/Inverse Video. Your ZX81 can now
give you sound directly on a TV, plus inverted video
display facility.
Four Simple Veroboard Projects:- Portable Stereo Amplifier,
Sinewave Generator, Headphone Enhancer and Stylus Organ.

All this for only 70p. Order As XAO5F (Maplin Project Book No. 5)
Price 70p NV.

All this for only 70p. Order As XAO6G (Maplin Project Book No. 6)
Price 70p NV.
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Ific20-
RS232 Interface

* Allows the VIC to connect to Modems, Printers, VDUs, or any other

RS232 compatible device

* Converts TTL levels to true RS232

* Provides full buffering for protection of computer

* Full 'X line' interface possible as well

as simple '3 line' interface

by Mark Brighton

RS232 is the name given to an
industry standard form of serial data
communication which is used on many
peripheral devices to interface them
with a computer.

A byte of serial data is represented
by a series of transitions between +12V
and -12V on a serial data line. The
marks and spaces created by these
transitions contain the information for
the byte of data as well as some other
signals, the purpose of which is to
synchronise the receiving device to the
serial data stream.

The format of a 'word' of data,
including these synchronising signals,
is as follows:

1. The start bit. This signal alerts
the receiving device that a byte of data
follows, and synchronises the receiver
circuitry to the incoming data.

2. Data bits. This is the ASCII
encoded data, and may consist of seven
or eight bits as selected by the user. It is
sent least significant bit first.

3. The parity bit. This is an optional
error checking bit selected by the user
to conform with the requirements of the

receiving set. It may be set for odd or
even parity, or disabled.

4. Stop bit(s). These are one or two
bits of data which are transmitted at the
end of a word to separate it from the
next word.

The polarity of these signals may be

selected by sending normal or inverted
data, either of which may be required
by different devices. Apart from the
serial data lines (SIN and Sour), several

other status and handshake signals are

provided.
Those available on the VIC 20 are:
1. Data terminal ready (DTR). This

signal is sent to indicate that the data

terminal is ready to send or receive
data.

2. Data set ready (DSR). This
indicates that the data set is ready to

send or receive data.
3. Request to send (RTS). This

signal tells the receiving device (usually
called the 'data set') that the VIC (data
terminal) wishes to send data.

4. Clear to send (CTS). This allows
the data set to signal that it is ready to
pass data from the data terminal.

5. Carrier detect (DCD). This lets
the data set tell the data terminal that
the communication link is established.

In addition to those lines already
mentioned, there are two ground lines,
protective ground and signal ground.
Signal ground must always be connec-
ted, since RS232 requires that both
devices have equal ground potential.

Any equipment which cannot meet this
requirement is not RS232 compatible.

Circuit Description
The circuit consists of two transmit

channels and four receive channels,
with a power supply which provides
approximately +12 and -12V from the
9V AC output on pins 10 and 11 on the
user port.

Transmit Mode
Sour from the VIC (pin M, user port)

is connected to the base of TR9 via a
lOkst resistor, R17. As TR9 turns on,
bringing its collector down to OV, TRIO
turns on, raising its collector voltage to
+12V. The normal, or non -inverting,
output is taken via R23, a 3302 resistor
which limits the current that may be

drawn from this output to about 30mA.
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram

A second output stage is also driven
from the collector of TR10, and this is
identical in operation except that the
output is inverted with respect to the
input. The output that is used depends
on the requirements of the data set.

Receive Mode
The incoming signal first has any

negative content removed by Dl. It then
turns TR2 on and off via R4. The
inverting output of the receive circuit is
taken from the collector of TR2 which
also drives TR1 via R2 to obtain a non -
inverting output at the collector of TR1.
The choice of which output to wire to
the VIC is determined by the polarity of
the incoming data. The VIC requires a
signal which sits high between 'words'
and drops low for data. SIN is on pins B
and C on the port, and these are
connected together.

Construction
Referring to the circuit diagram and

parts list, first insert all through pins
(see figure 1 for signal polarity pins)
and Veropins. Solder them in, not
forgetting to solder both sides of the
through pins. Insert all other com-
ponents and solder them in. Attach the
edge connector to the board, bending
its pins flush with the pads on the
board, and solder. Clean the board
thoroughly and inspect for dry joints,
shorts etc.

Testing
Plug the board into the user port,

component side upwards, and switch
the computer on. If the computer fails
to initialise, switch off and re -check
carefully for incorrectly placed com-
ponents, etc. After the computer initia-

lises, measure test points 1 to 4 with a
multimeter. These readings should be
approximately as follows:

TP1 - OV
TP2 - +5V
TP3 - +12V
TP4 - -12V

If all is well, switch off the VIC and
remove the interface card. Wire the
board to the data set. Reconnect to the
VIC, switch both the VIC and data set on,
and type in program A. Run the
program, and the receiving party
should receive the message 'the quick
brown fox jumps over the lazy dog'
continuously. Also included is a pro-
gram to make the VIC act like a 'dumb
terminal', for use with a modem, to call
information and ordering services such
as the Maplin on-line computer, South-
end (0702) 552941.
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7

STOP BITS -

0 - 1 STOP BIT
1 -2 STOP BITS

WORD LENGTH

a 5

BIT DATA
WORD LENGTH6 5

o 0 8 BITS

o 1 /BITS

1 0 6 BITS

1 1 5 BITS

UNUSED BIT

(NI) Not implemented in the VIC-20 system

3 1 0

BAUD RATE

o 0 0 0 USER RATE (NI)

o o 0 1 50 BAUD

o 0 0 75

0 0 1 1 110

0 1 0 0 134.5

0 1 0 1 150

0 1 1 0 300

0 1 1 1 600

1 0 0 0 1200

1 0 0 1 1800 2400

1 0 1 0 2400

1 0 1 1 3600 INI)

1 1 0 0 4800 INI)

1 1 0 1 7200 (NI)

1 1 1 0 9600 INII

1 1 1 19200 IND

PARITY OPTIONS

7 6 5

BIT
7

BIT
6

BIT
5

OPERATIONS

0
Parity disabled, none
Generated/Received

0 0 1

Odd Parity
Receiver/Transmitter

0 1 1

Even Parity
Receiver/Transmitter

1 0 1

Mark Transmitted
Parity Check Disabled

1 1 1

Space Transmitted
Parity Check Disabled

DUPLEX

4

0 = FULL DUPLEX
1 = HALF DUPLEX

UNUSED i

HANDSHAKE

= 3 LINE
1 = X LINE

3 2 0

Table 1. Function of bits in the VIC RS -232 Control Register
Table 2. Function of bits in the VIC RS232 Command Register

10 REMwwwPROCRAM A mw
20 OPEN200t2,OCHRS(166)+CHRS(0)
30 PRINT4200"THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOG."

40 GOT030

0 REmwwwwwwwwwwwwwwm * V.D.U. PROGRAM* E11:****ICKEK/K*****
1 POKE36879,8:PRINTCHR$(5):WAIT 203 '64
5 POKE36076,200:PRINTCHR$(1417);" VIC 20 V.D.U. PROGRAM"
10 R$=CHR$(166)+CHR$(0)
20 OPEN200.201.R$
25 IFPEEK(203)<>64THEN500
30 GET#200,A$
35 IFA$=""7HENGOT025
i0 IF ASC(A$)>95THENGOT025
50 IF A$CHR$(13)THENPRINTA$;:GOT025
60 IF ASC(A$)<32THENCOTO25
70 PRINTA$;:GOT025
500 POKE203k64: CETS$
510 IFS$=CHR$(17)THENS$=CHR$(10)
520 IFS$=CHR$(19)THENS$=CHR$(140)
530 PRINTt200.S$;:POKE203.611:6$="":GOT030

PARTS LIST FOR VIC 20 RS232 INTERFACE Semiconductors
D1-4 inc. 1N4148 4 off (GLIII0B)

Resistors - All 0.4W 1% Metal Film unless specified D5-7 inc. 1N4001 3 off (01..730)

R1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,
TR1-9 inc., 12 BC548 10 off (OB7301

10,11,12,13,14,15,
16,33,34,35,36 4k7 20 off (CM4K7)

TR10,11,13,14 BC327 4 off (01366W) -,,,,

R17,18,19,20,25,
Miscellaneous ,

26,27,28 10k 8 off (M10K) SK1 RC. Ectgecon 2 x 12 way (BK74R)

R21,22,29,30 2k2 4 off IM2K2) Veropin 2141 1 Pkt (FL21X)

R23,24,31,32 330R 4 off M330R) Track Pin 1 Pkt (FL820) '

R37 47R (1/2W carbon) (S47R) P.C.13. (OB28F)

Capacitors
C1,2 470/4F 16V P.C. Electrolytic
C3 100 I.& reversotytic

2 off (FF15R)
IRK83E)

7A complete kit of all parts is available.
Order As LK11M (VIC20/RS232 Interface Kit).
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Figure 2. PCB layout

To use the RS232 serial data port on
the VIC the channel must first be
opened as a file, specifying Baud rate
(speed), number of bits per character,
number of stop bits, and odd/even or
disabled parity bit. This information is
given by two characters after the 'OPEN'
command in the form:

OPEN LF,2,0,A$. Where LF is the
logical file number, i.e., any number
between 1 and 255 (if LF is greaterthan
127, then linefeed follows carriage
return), and A$ is two characters sent to
control register and command register,
the functions of which are explained in
tables 1 and 2. So, for example, we can
see that to set Baud rate to 300, 7 bits
per character, 2 stop bits, and no parity,
the OPEN command would be:
OPEN 200,2,0,CHR$(166)+CHR$(0).
Having opened the RS232 channel,
data is sent and received using
'PRINT LF,DATA $' and 'GET LF,DATA
$',.

Note: To type 'PRINT ' do not use the
abbreviation '?'. Instead, use 'P shift R'
followed by logical file number etc. It is
possible to list through the RS232 port,
to send a program to a friend for
instance, by typing 'CMD LF : LIST',
where LF=logical file number.

Remember when programming that
the VIC allocates two 256 byte buffers
(for transmit and receive) in the 506
bytes below RAMTOP, so there is less
memory available to BASIC. Also 'DIM'
statements or variables should be left
until after the 'OPEN' command, as the
computer performs an automatic 'CLR'
before allocating the buffers.
Bibliography:
VIC Revealed by Nick Hampshire
VIC Programmers Reference Guide,
Commodore

Connecting to the
Maplin Modem

With reference to Figure 5, page 4,
Project Book 5, the following
connections should be made:

VIC 20 Interface Maplin Modem
pin 2 (Sour) to pin 17 (RS232 IN)
pin 6 (SIN) to pin 10 (RS232 our)
pin 7 (SGRouND) to pin 21 or 22 (SGROUND)

Ensure that the link on the Modem is in
the RS232 position.

5



by David 1. Silvester

Reversal colour printing does not
permit the use of a safelight,
whilst the safelight for negative

colour work is so dim as to make
exposure timing with a clock almost
impossible. The only enlargertimers for
sale were of a mechanical type and it
was felt that using CMOS logic a

suitable timer could be made at a cost
below that of the 'off the shelf' item.

Given that the timer must be
operated by feel alone the controls were
reduced to a thumbwheel 'time set'
switch and two control switches. This
introduces two possible methods of
operation. The timer may either count
the elapsed time up or down, and it was
felt that the up counting system which
allows the time display to show the
exposure time before operation would
prevent the author from making too
many exposure errors. The disadvan-
tage is that when the timer is switched
on or the thumb -wheel switches are
altered the enlarger lamp will turn on
until the display shows the same figures
as the thumbwheel switch. Normally,
however, more time is taken in prepar-
ing the darkroom or setting up the next
print, so that in practice no time is
actually lost.
g

Circuit Description
The main timing of the unit is

derived from the 50Hz mains fre-
quency via the transformer Ti. Diodes
D1, D2, capacitors Cl, C2 and voltage
regulator REG1 provide the 12 volt
power supply, which is applied to all the
IC's. The +12V is attached to the highest
numbered pin of the IC's (14 or 16) and
the OV to the diagonally opposite pin (7
or 8). In all cases unused inputs must
be connected to either high or low
supply to ensure correct operation or
freedom from oscillation.

The timing pulses are derived from
the 15V/50Hz output of Ti, ie.
approximately 21V peak to peak. The
zener diode D3, fed via R1, clips this
voltage to +12V when the input is

positive and to -0.6V when the input is
negative. This clipped sine wave is then
applied to a schmitt trigger ICla, which
provides a square wave at 50Hz with
short rise and fall times on the logic
transitions. This 50Hz square wave is
fed to IC2a connected with IC3c and
IC3d to act as a divide by 5 counter. IC2
has outputs in BCD (binary coded
decimal) which will normally count
from 0 to 9 (0000 to 1001) but at a

count of 5 (0101) IC3 resets the counter
immediately to 0. In this way after every
5 input cycles the output of IC3c
connected to the reset pin of1C2a, gives
a single short pulse every 0.1 seconds.

The connections for the operating
switches S1 and S2 pass through IC1 b
and IC1 d to provide the logic levels
required for the operation of the coun-
ter reset and output logic stages.

The 10 pulses per second from IC3c
pass through a count inhibit circuit
IC10a and then to1C2b which produces
1 pulse per second when input 1 of
IC10a is high. IC4 acts as a 00 to 99
counter with BCD output lines. This
BCD data is used to drive a 7 segment
double digit display, via display drivers
IC5 and IC6. It should be noted that the
ballast resistors used with the display
are of unusually high values (R4-17) so
that the display will show only a dull
glow in the darkroom.

IC's 7, 8 and 9 provide a system
which checks whether the BCD data on
the output of IC4 and from the BCD
thumbwheel switches S3 and S4 are the
same. IC7 and IC8 are quad exclusive
NOR gates which act as comparators
for each of the BCD data line pairs.
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When the values of BCD input are the
same the output is high. IC9 is an 8
input NAND gate giving low output on
pin 13 only when all of the 8 BCD input
pairs are the same. It is this output
which controls the counting and also
the output circuitry when S1 and S2 are
in their off positions. The output of 1C9
is over -ridden by the logic levels
derived from S1 or S2 when either
switch is used.

The output logic circuit consists of
IC11d, 1C1la, IC11b, IC1b, IC10c,
IC10d, IC1d, and TR1 which cause the
opto-couplers diode to turn the output
triac CSR1 on under the following
conditions: -
1. If the system is counting, i.e. if pin 13
is high
2. If S2 is turned on, i.e. the input to
IC1b is high.
If Si is pushed the logic prevents the
counter from operating and holds the
triac off whilst resetting the counter to
zero.

Assembly
Construction of the timer should

cause no problems as all the com-
ponents except for the switches, trans-
former and output socket are fixed to
the PCB. The board is double sided and
all components are mounted on side 2
of the board with most soldering carried
out on side 1.

Insert the vertisocket into the board
first as this will help with the identi-
fication of the other component loca-
tions, and solder into position noting
that pins 1, 3, 6 and 8 going to resistors
R8, R10, R11 and R13 must be soldered
to both sides of the board. Insert and
solder all of the IC sockets checking
carefully the position of pin 1 as the IC's
point in different directions, but DO
NOT INSERT IC's.

Bend, insert and solder all of the
resistors into their places noting that
R8, R10, R11 and R13 will be soldered
to both sides of the board, followed by
capacitors Cl and C2. Next insert the
opto-coupler, transistor, triac, regula-
tor, and diodes and after checking
orientation solder into place.

Attach a 30cm length of ribbon
cable to the output holes for S3 and S4
and the 12V line on the right hand side
of the board. It will be found that there is
one spare wire and this may be pulled
away from the rest of the ribbon cable.
Then add further wires for the trans-
former, S1 and S2 connections, and
short pieces of hook up wire to the
mains input and output connections. If
the board is now held up to the light
there can be seen a large number of
holes remaining and the track pins are
inserted into these holes and soldered
on both sides. If all of the pins are
inserted before soldering it is very likely
that a pin will be left unsoldered on one
side of the board and this will cause
problems later on. Personal experience
has shown that it is best to insert about
6 pins and then count the solder joints
being made on both sides of the PCB.

Assemble the thumbwheel switch
from the component parts and identify

-L

Figure 2. PCB layout.
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Figure 3. Interwiring diagram.
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the 8, 4, 2 and 1 switch contacts as well
as the common line C.

A suitable case should be chosen
and drilled or cut to take the PCB with
cut-out for the display, thumbwheel
switch, Euro outlet, transformer, mains
input grommet, and switches S1
and S2.

After mounting all of the compo-
nents in the case connect these as
shown in the wiring diagram Figure 3.
The mains input earth MUST be con-
nected securely to the metal case and
to the Euro socket as failure to do this
will make the timer dangerous to use in
the wet atmosphere of the darkroom.

Circuit Testing
Insert a 3A fuse into the mains input

plug. The constructor should remem-
ber that the large PCB carries mains
voltages so extreme care should be
taken whilst testing the circuits. First,
and before inserting the IC's check that
the 12V power supply is operating
correctly by checking the voltage

corn

in out

uA78L12AWC

b

BC547
2N6073

All viewed from below

'M' represents pint
so display must be
mounted with this
lettering face down

Figure 4. Pin configurations.

across pins 7 and 14 of IC1 socket.
Switch off and remove the mains

plug. Insert all of the IC's and turn on
again. The LED display should light
(note the intensity of the lamps is low),
count up to the number set on the
thumbwheel switch at one count per
second, and then stop. Also check that
the thumbwheel switch has been con-
nected correctly by making the counter
stop at 0, 1, 2 to 9 and 10, 20 to 90
seconds. Finally pull out the mains plug
and check that none of the components
has become hot. Now connect a 100W/
240V bulb across the output socket and
repeat the above. During counting the
lamp should light and go off when the
count stops. Set S2 to the on position,
the lamp should light but the display
remain at the same setting. Press S1
and the display should reset to zero but
the lamp remain off. Releasing the
switch will allow the lampto light for the
required time.

Using the Timer
If all tests have proved satisfactory

connect the timer to the enlarger, and
set up the darkroom. Set the thumb -
wheel switch to the desired exposure
time and switch S2 on, to prevent the
lamp turning off whilst trying to set up
the negative and baseboard. When you
are ready, switch S2 on, place photo-
graphic paper in the baseboard, then
press S1 and release to make the
exposure.

Modifications Outside
Great Britain

In countries with a mains frequency
of 50Hz only T1 will need to be
changed to a transformer having an
input winding suitable for the local
voltage.

In countries with 60Hz mains fre-
quency the constructor must break the
connection between IC2 pin 3 and IC3
pin 13. A new connection must be
made between IC2 pin 4 and IC3 pin 13.

ENLARGER TIMER PARTS LIST
Resistors - All 0.4W 1% metal film.
R1-25 inc 10k
R26 680R
R27,28,29 lk

Capacitors
CI
C2

Semiconductors
01,2
03
04
CSRI
REG1
TR1
tel
1C2,4
1C3,10
105,6
IC7,8
IC9
1C11

Miscellaneous
DISPI

470uF 63V PC electrolytic
470uF 16V PC electrolytic

1N4001
BZY88C12V
Opto-triac-isolator
2N6073
uA78L12AWC
BC547
40936E
451813E
4011BE
4511 BE
40776E
40686E
4001BE

DD Display Type C
Vertisocket Type 2

25 off (MIOK)
(M680R)

3 off (M1K)

(FF59P)
(FF15R)

2 off (QL73Q)
(QH16S)
(QQ 10L)
(QR51F)
(WQ77J)
(QQ14Q)
(QW53H)

2 off (QX32K)
2 off (QX05F)
2 off (QX31J)
2 off (QW4713)

(QX24B)
(QX0113)

(BY68Y)
(BKO4E)

T1
SI
S2
S3,4

SK1

14 Pin DIL Skt
16 Pin MI Skt
Veropin 2141
Track Pin
Transformer 15V
Sub -Min Toggle A
Square Push Red
Thumbwheel BCD
Thumbwheel End Cheeks
Grommet
Euro Facility outlet
Euro Facility plug
10 -way Ribbon cable
Min Mains Black
Hook up wire
Case AB15
PCB
Screws 6BA x 1 inch
Nuts 6BA
Spacer 6BA x h inch
Screws 4BA x'/, inch
Nuts 4BA
Tag 4BA
Stick -on -feet

7 off (BL18U)
4 off (BL19V)
1 pkt (FL21X)
2 pkts (FL820)

(WB15R)
(FHOOA)
(FF98G)

2 off (FF84F)
(BK490)
(FW59P)
(Ht.42V)

(HL43W)
1 metre (XR06G)
2 metres (XR0113)
1 pkt (BLOOA)

(X1371N)
(GB24B)

1 pkt (BFO7H)
1 pkt (BF18U)
1 pkt (FW35Q)
1 pkt (BFO2C)
1 pkt (BF17T)
1 pkt (BF28F)

(FW38R)

A complete kit of all parts, excluding the case, is available.
Order As LKO7H (Enlarger Timer kit).
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A VAUD
CSC

by Robert Penfold
or frequency response measure-
ments most electronics enthu-
siasts use an audio sinewave gene-

rator plus an A.C. millivoltmeter or
some other piece of equipment capable
of measuring audio frequency signals.
A quicker way of obtaining audio fre-
quency response graphs is to use a
sweep oscillator plus a pen recorder.
Here the audio oscillator is automatic-
ally swept up through the entire audio
frequency band while the pen in the
recorder responds to the output signal
level from the equipment under test. As
the oscillator is swept upwards in fre-
quency the paper is moved past the pen
so that the required frequency re-
sponse graph is drawn out, and units of
this type normally have the X and Y axes
accurately calibrated in terms of fre-

ILE SWEIEIV
11LILATCOP

Ramp
Generator

6
Trigger
Output

Log.
Amplifier

+VE

/Frequency

T
Amplifier ,Z11-

Sweep
Width

V.C.O.
Triangle/

Sinewave
Converter

Buffer
Out

Figure 1. The simple sweep generator block diagram.

quency and relative gain in decibels so
that a meaningful graph is produced.

While this method obviously saves a
great deal of time by avoiding the need

to write down numerous results and
then (if necessary) draw a graph on the
basis of these, the cost of such equip-
ment makes it impractical for the

amateur user. However, useful results
can be obtained using a simple sweep
oscillator in conjunction with an oscillo-
scope, and a suitable sweep generator
can be built at quite a modest cost. With
this system the Y input of the oscillo-
scope is fed with the output of the
equipment under test, and the spot is

R1
4k7

R4 47k RV2 R7
2M2 100k

--J
D1

I

C1 R3 R5
2u2 100k 120k

R2
4k7

RV1
4k7

IC1b

C2

1./JK1Trigger
output

IC2a

R8
4k7 R12

120k

-1 R14

_J
100k

11 IC2b

R10
3 12k 14

-02
0--4

.rrR11

150

lIt 0
12k 13

C3
1nF

R9
4k7

_J

100uF

160--
RV3
22k

3

12 R16

009

10

1M2

R15
12k

2

RV4
100k

IC3a

8

4 R17
3M9

68k

S1

RV5
47k

R19
1k5

1-15V

R20
10k
R21 10k

5

7

Ramp

IC3b output
to R25

-VE

I I

R6 12k
1

R13 100k

Figure 2. The ramp generator and log amplifier circuits.
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swept across the screen as the oscil-
lator is swept over the audio frequency
range. The spot can either be swept
across the screen using triggered
sweep with the trigger signal being
obtained from the sweep oscillator, or
the ramp signal from the sweep oscil-
lator can be fed to the X input of the
oscilloscope.

This gives what is only a compara-
tively crude representation of the fre-
quency response of the equipment
under investigation, but the results
obtained are perfectly adequate for
making quick checks on tone controls,
equalisation amplifiers, testing for irre-
gularities in filter responses, and so on.
If necessary, checks using the sweep
oscillator and oscilloscope can be fol-
lowed up by detailed measurements
using an ordinary sinewave generator
and a millivoltmeter. The accompany-
ing oscillographs show a few examples
of results obtained using the simple
sweep oscillator featured in this article.

Block Diagram
A voltage controlled oscillator

(V.C.O.) is at the heart of the unit, as can
be seen from the block diagram of
Figure 1. In this application it is not
necessary for the oscillator to have a
very pure output, and a distortion level
of around 2% is perfectly adequate. The
V.C.O. used in this design has a tri-
angular output waveform and not the
required sinewave output, and the dis-
tortion on a triangular waveform is too
high to give really good results. A
triangular waveform can be converted
to a reasonable sinewave signal by
either using a filter to attenuate the
unwanted harmonics, or by using a soft

Figure 3. The basis of a log amplifier.

clipping circuit to round off the wave-
form to give the desired shape. In this
circuit a soft clipping circuit is used,
and one of the oscillographs shows the
effect of this circuit. A buffer stage is
used at the output of the unit to give a
low output impedance.

Although it might at first appear that
controlling the V.C.O. from a linear
ramp (sawtooth) signal would give
acceptable results, this is not in fact the
case. The V.C.O. has an almost linear
relationship between control voltage
and output frequency, and the output
frequency would therefore increase in a
linear fashion using a linear ramp
waveform as the control signal. Audio
frequency response graphs are nor-
mally drawn with a logarithmic fre-
quency scale so that (for example)
50Hz to 100Hz occupies the same
space as 500Hz to 1kHz and 5kHz to
10kHz. Using a logarithmic frequency
scale rather than a linear one gives
results that are much clearer and easier
to interpret, and ideally a sweep oscilla-
tor should have a logarithmic frequency
scale.

A suitable sweep waveform is ob-
tained by first generating a linear saw -
tooth waveform and then feeding this to
a logarithmic amplifier which provides
suitable shaping of this signal. One of
the accompanying oscillographs shows
the processed and unprocessed ramp
waveforms.

An amplifier is used to boost the
output from the logarithmic amplifier to
a suitable level, and this represents a
convenient point in the unit to add
frequency and sweep width controls.

The Circuit
Figure 2 shows the circuit diagram

of the ramp generator, logarithmic
amplifier, and amplifier stages of the
unit.

The ramp generator uses what is
almost the standard triangular and
squarewave generator circuit with ICla
acting as the integrator and IC1b ope-
rating as the trigger circuit. However,
the inclusion of Dl in the charge path of
Cl results in Cl charging almost in-
stantly, giving a sawtooth waveform
!rather than a triangular output at the
output of ICla. RV2 controls the dis-
charge time of Cl and acts as the sweep
frequency control. This gives a fre-
quency range of approximately 0.2Hz
to 10Hz. The output waveform IC1b is a
brief positive pulse, and this is used as
the trigger signal for the sweep gene-
rator of the oscilloscope. The output
from ICla could be fed to the X input of
the oscilloscope, but there could be
problems in interfacing this signal to
the X input. Using the triggered sweep
method of operation should give good
results with virtually any oscilloscope
and is not difficult to set up.

IC2 is a dual transconductance

The response of a speech processor having high and low pass filters. The response of a 6dB/octave high pass filter.
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The response of a 6dB/octave low pass filter.

operational amplifier, but in this circuit
both amplifiers are fed with fixed bias
currents and are used as straightfor-
ward operational amplifiers. These are

used in the logarithmic amplifier, and
Figure 3 shows the basic circuit which
is invariably used in amplifiers of this
type. This is simply a forward biased
silicon diode, and this provides an
output voltage of about 0.6 volts or so
provided the input voltage is at about
this figure or higher. Although this
circuit is often used as a simple voltage
stabiliser there is some change in
output voltage with variations in input

potential. In fact, raising the input
voltage by a factor of ten gives an in-

crease in the output voltage of about
100 millivolts, and successive in-

creases in the input potential give an
almost identical rise in the output
voltage.

This gives a good logarithmic re-
sponse, but the gain of the circuit is
reducing with increased input voltage,
whereas this application requires a
circuit which gives increased gain with
rising input potential. The necessary
transformation is obtained by using the

resistor and diode in the negative
feedback circuit of an amplifier. In this

The response of a narrowband bandpass filter.

case R6 is the resistor and the diode is
actually the emitter - base junction of
what would normally be the Darlington
Pair output buffer stage of IC2a.

Apart from bias current, the voltage
across a forward biased semiconduc-
tor junction also varies significantly
with changes in temperature, and the
logarithmic amplifier incorporates a
temperature compensation circuit to
minimise drift. IC2b and its Darlington
Pair are used to provide this tempera-
ture compensation, and excellent re-
sults are obtained since the amplifier
and compensation components are on
the same chip and are therefore main-
tained at the same temperature.

IC3a is used as a simple inverting
amplifier which boosts the output from
the logarithmic amplifier by a factor of
just over three times. IC3b is used as an

inverting amplifier which converts the
negative ramp output of IC3a back to
the required positive ramp signal. The
closed loop voltage gain of IC3b can be
varied from unity with RV4 at minimum
value down to a loss of over 20dB with
RV4 at maximum value, and this en-
ables the sweep range to be adjusted.
S1 enables the ramp signal to be
disconnected from the V.C.O. so that

the oscillator can be used at a fixed
frequency which is set using frequency
control RV5.

V.C.O. Circuit
The circuit diagram of the V.C.O.,

waveform shaper and output stages of

the unit are shown in Figure 4. The
V.C.O. uses IC4a to charge and dis-
charge C5 at a constant rate, and IC4b
is used as a trigger circuit. The charge
and discharge current of C5 (and the
operating frequency of the V.C.0.) is
controlled by the bias current fed to pin

16 of IC4a. A resistor is used in series
with this input so that voltage rather
than current controlled operation is
obtained, and this resistor is fed from
the output of IC3b. The V.C.O. pro-
vides two output waveforms; a roughly
squarewave signal at the output of
IC4b, and a good quality triangular
waveform at the output of IC4a.

It is the triangular waveform that is
used in this application, and it is fed to

IC5 which is used as a triangle to
sinewave converter. IC5 is another
operational transconductance ampli-
fier, and it is used here as a fixed gain
amplifier which is overdriven by the
triangular input signal. Unlike most

To IC3 pin7

R22
4k7

130

R24
14

5k6

C5

R25
10k

11 160 IC4a

12

R27
47k

R30
4 k7

2

IC4b

4n7 v10

R23 11 C6
4k7 EMI 100uF

R26
8k2

7

R28
8k2

R29
22k

RV6
2k2

3

2

7

IC5

4

5

R33
33k

R32
12k

C7

IC6

RV7
4k7

0dB

R34
10k

R35
110R

S2

IO
-40dB

JK2
Output

10.

+15V

R31
4k7

100uF -VE

Figure 4. The VCO, waveform converter, and buffer amplifier circuits.



The response of a notch filter.

amplifiers, which provide hard clip-
ping, an overdriven transconductance
amplifier gives soft clipping, and in this
case gives the required rounding of the
input signal. RV6 is adjusted to give the
best possible output waveform.

As the output impedance of IC5 is
fairly high. IC6 is used as a straight
forward unity gain buffer stage at the
output. RV7 is the output level control,
and S1 can be adjusted to reduce the
output signal by about 40dB (by a
factor of one hundred times). This
makes it easier to adjust RV7 for very
low output levels. The maximum out-
put signal level is approximately ten
volts peak to peak.

Mains P.S.U.
The unit requires a supply voltage of

between about 12 and 18 volts, and a
suitable 15 volt stabilised power supply
circuit is given in Figure 5.

This is a straight forward circuit
using a push-pull rectifier and a three
terminal monolithic voltage regulator. A
small (100mA) voltage regulator is

more than adequate since the supply
current is only about 15mA. C9 is the
smoothing capacitor and C10 plus C11
are needed to aid the stability of voltage
regulator IC7.

Construction
A metal instrument case which has

approximate outside dimensions of
229 by 133 by 63.5mm is ideal for this
project. The general layout of the front
panel can be seen from the photo-
graphs, and the final wiring of the unit
will be more straight forward if this
layout is not radically altered.

Apart from T1, FS1, and the compo-
nents fitted on the front panel, the
components are all mounted on a
printed circuit board, as detailed in
Figure 6. Construction of the printed
circuit board is mostly straightforward,
but be careful not to omit the link wire
(next to R28). Also, IC3 has a MOSFET
input stage, and this device should
therefore be fitted in a socket, and
should not be plugged into circuit until
the board is in other respects com-
plete. Fit Veropins to the board at points
where connections to the controls and
other off -board components will even-
tually be made.

1C7

Top: The triangular output of the V.C.O.
Bottom: Output of the triangle/sine converter.

S3a

240V ac
mains

S3b

240
D2 +15V

Figure 5. Mains power supply circuit.

The completed board is mounted on
the base panel of the cabinet, on the
right hand side, leaving space for T1 to
be mounted on the left side of the unit
with the fuseholder for FS1 to the rear of
the board. The component panel is

mounted using one inch 6BA bolts plus
1/2 inch 6BA spacers. The fuseholder for
FS1, and T1 are both mounted using 1/4
inch 6BA bolts. The mountings screws
for the top and sides section of the case
protrude about 1/2 inch into the case,
and T1 must be position where it will not
obstruct one of these fixing screws.

An entrance hole for the mains lead
is made in the rear panel of the case
near to Ti, and this hole is fitted with a
small grommet.

Figure 7 shows the point-to-point
wiring of the unit. The identification
letters in Figure 7 correspond with
those in Figure 6, so that point 'A' in
Figure 6 connects to point 'A' in Figure

Top: Processed ramp signal.
Bottom: The linear ramp signal.

7, point 'B' connects to point 'B', and so
on.

Adjustment
Thoroughly check all the wiring

before initially testing the unit, paying
particular attention to the wiring around
T1, S3 and FS1. Start with all three
preset resistors at a roughly mid -point
setting.

If an oscilloscope is used to moni-
tor the signal at pin 12 of IC2 a non-
linear ramp waveform should be pre-
sent. If clipping of the signal is evident
RV1 should be backed -off slightly in an
anticlockwise direction so as to eli-
minate the clipping, but it should not be
turned back much further than is abso-
lutely necessary. If no clipping is evi-
dent, advance RV1 as far as possible in
a clockwise direction without clipping
being produced.
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RV3 is given a setting that gives an
unclipped output signal at pin 7 of 103,
and the setting of this component will
probably not be very critical.

With S1 set to cut off the V.C.O. from
the ramp generator circuit so that a
fixed output frequency is obtained, an
oscilloscope is used to monitor the
output waveform of the unit and RV6 is
adjusted for the optimum output wave-
form. Alternatively a crystal earphone
can be plugged into SK2 so that the
output of the unit can be monitored by
ear, and with RV5 set for a fairly low
operating frequency it should be pos-
sible to hear the fundamental fre-
quency plus the harmonics at higher
frequencies. RV5 is then adjusted to
minimise the harmonics.

Normally the unit will probably be
used to cover the whole audio fre-
quency over each sweep, and this
requires RV4 to be set for maximum
sweep range, or very nearly so (i.e. set in
a fully clockwise direction). RV5 must

be set so that the unit is swept over the
appropriate range of frequencies, and it
is helpful here to use a slow sweep
speed and to monitor the output of the
unit using an earphone.

SK1 is coupled to the trigger input of
the oscilloscope, and if the latter has a
positive/negative trigger switch this
should be set to the "positive" position.
SK2 is coupled to the input of the
equipment under test, and the output of
this equipment is coupled to the Y input
of the oscilloscope. S2 and RV7 are
adjusted to give a suitable input signal
level for the equipment under test, and
the Y gain control(s) of the oscilloscope
are set for a satisfactory trace height. A
sweep speed of about 1HZ is suitable,
and RV2 must be adjusted to match the
sweep rate of the oscillator to that of the
oscilloscope with reasonable accuracy.
There is no real advantage in using a
sweep frequency of less than about
1HZ. It is not advisable to use a higher
sweep frequency since this would re -

suit in the oscillator being swept over
the low frequency range before there
had been any significant output at
these frequencies, and misleading re-
sults would consequently be produced.
A higher sweep frequency can be
employed if the unit is only being used
at output frequencies of a few hundred
Hertz or more.

For detailed investigation over only a
small section of the audio frequency
band RV4 is backed off in an anti-
clockwise direction and RV5 is ad-
justed to give coverage of the appro-
priate section of the audio spectrum.

Most oscilloscopes have a green
medium persistence cathode ray tube,
and with the low sweep speeds used in
this application the left hand section of
the trace fades out before the right
hand portion is completed. Despite this
the shape of the trace can be seen quite
clearly without having to resort to a
storage oscilloscope of some kind or
oscillographs.

SIMPLE SWEEP OSCILLATOR
- 0 4W 1--; metal film

RI.2 8.92223.
30,31

R3.7.13.14
84.27
R5,12
R6.10.11,15.32
R16
R17
R18
R19
820,21,25,34
R24
R26,28
R29
R33
R35
RVI
RV2
RV3
RV4
RV5
RV6
RV7

Capacitors
CI
C2
C3
C4,6,7,8
C5
C9
C10
Cl I

4k7
100k
47k
120k
12k
1M2
3M9
68k
Ik5
10k
5k6
8k2
22k
33k
110R
4k7 min horiz preset
2M2 lin pot
22k min horiz preset
100k hn pot
47k lin pot
2k2 min horiz preset
4k7 lin pot

2u2 polyester
lOnF polyester
1nF carbonate
100uF 25V P.C. electrolytic
4n7 carbonate
470uF 25V axial elect
100nF polyester
220nF polyester

(8 off) (M4K7)
(4 off) M100K)
(2 off) (M4710
(2 off) (M120K)
(5 off) (M12K)

(81M2)
(B3M9)
(M68K)
(M1K5)

(4 off) (MIOK)
(M5K6)

(2 off) (M8K2)
(M22K)
(M33K)

(M110R)
(WR57M)
(FWO9K)
(WR59P)
(FWO5F)
(FW04E)
(WR56L)
(FWO1B)

(BX84F)
(BX70M)
(WW22Y;

(4 off) (FFI1M)
(WW26D)
(FB73Q)
(BX76H)
(BX78K)

Semiconductors
DI
D2,3
ICI
IC2,4
IC3
IC5
IC6
IC7

Misceilaneous
51.2
S3
T1

JK1,2
FSI

1N4148
1N4002
LF353
LM13700N
CA3240E
CA3080E
741C (8 pin OIL)
uA78115AWC

Min SPDT toggle
Rotary mains switch
Mains primary, twin 15 volt
200mA secondaries
3.5mm jack sockets
20mm 100mA quick -blow
Printed circuit board
20mm chassis mounting fusehotder
Case type WB4
Knob type KM
8 pin DR. skt
16 pin OIL skt
Hook-up wire black
Cabinet feet
Grommet small
Spacer 68A Fin
Bolt 'Ain 6BA
Bolt tin 6BA
Nut 68A
Tag 6BA
Veropins type 2145

(2 off)

(2 off)

(2 off)

(2 off)

(5 off)
(4 off)
(2 off)

(Q1.80B)
(QL74R)

(WQ31J)
(YH64U)
(WQ21X)
(YH58N)
(QL22Y)
(QL27E)

(FHOOA)
(FH57M)
(WBI5R)

(H F82D)
(WROOA)
(GB22Y)
(RX49D)
(LH39N)
(YXO2C)
(BL17T)
(BLI9V)
(BLOOA)
(FW19V)
(FW59P)
(FW35Q)
(BFO5F)

(BFO7H)
(BF18U)
(BF29G)
(FL24B)

A complete kit of all parts, excluding the case, is available for this project.
Order As LKO6G (Sweep Oscillator Kit).

1985 CATALOGUE
On Sale Now!
The amazing Maplin Catalogue
is here again! The new edition
is packed with hundreds and
hundreds of new electronic
components to bring you right
up to date with all the latest
developments. As all home
constructors agree (and a
good many professionals too)
the Maplin Catalogue is the
one essential piece of equip-
ment they need for their
hobby. And now with all our

prices on the page the Maplin Catalogue is better
value than ever.

Pick up a copy now at any branch of W.H. Smith or in
one of our shops. The price is still just £1.35.
Alternatively, you can get a copy by post by sending
£,1.75 (including postage) to our Rayleigh address and
quoting CAO2C.

Overseas Prices
Europe surface mail £2.40
Europe air mail £3.70
Outside Europe surface mail £2.40
Outside Europe air mail
(depending on distance) £5.25/£6.85/£7.95

For surface mail anywhere in the world you may
send eleven International Reply Coupons.
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* Connects ZX81 to Modem or other computers
* TTL/RS232 compatible
* Plugs into expansion socket via motherboard
* 300 Baud standard transmission rate (adjustable)

by Dave Goodman

The immense popularity of our
Modem project has prompted us
to develop a series of connecting

interfaces for most of the popular home
microcomputers. This will enable two-
way communication, either direct to
other computers or via telephone links
to systems such as the Maplin on line
computer.

The ZX81/Modem interface utilises
an EPROM code translator for convert-
ing ASCII coded signals to ZX code and
vice versa, as the ZX81 is not ASCII
coded.

Included in the article is a machine
code program for running our interface
with the ZX81. Perhaps the thought of
machine code programming is ana-
thema to many Sinclair BASIC users,
but don't be put off. All that you
need to do is type in the codes given,
store the program on tape for future
use, and RUN. If you so wish, the
program can be used as a basis for
further development by the more
experienced programmer.

Circuit Description
REG 1 is fitted so that the power

supply can be taken from the un-
regulated side of the computer PSU
(+9V). This saves undue loading on the
internal regulator of the ZX81, and, if
link 1 is not used, any external supply of
+8V to +30V may be connected to P2
instead.

Serial data transmissions enter the
UART (IC6) via level change triggers
from pin 3 and 5 (OV). All signals are
TTL level, and may be connected direct
-or inverted by S7 to suit the system.
IC7 is a 4.8kHz astable multivibrator,
and supplies the UART, which needs a
clock frequency of sixteen times the
required Baud rate. Dividing 4800Hz by
sixteen will give the standard Baud rate
of 300.

7X61/1til
7X61/t41

tworusesiestrecatt
S-3VSSZIO
OHM Cat

a  iii aa Cat** it 

Receive Mode
The I/O port IC3 has three ports

designated A, B, and C. For the
computer to access these ports it is
necessary to make room in the memory
map, so that IC1 and IC2 decode
address lines A3 to A15 for addresses
8312 to 8315, which appear in the
'ghost' ROM area in the ZX81. D1 de-
selects the internal ROM area for use by
the interface. IC3 is an 8255, which has
quite a comprehensive operating in-
struction set, but for our application all
that is necessary is to set Port A to
output mode, Port B to input mode, Port
C upper (pins 10 and 11) to input mode,
and Port C lower (pins 14 to 17) to
output mode.

To do this a control code must be
placed on the computer DO to D7 data
lines at address 8315, and the control
code to set the mode is 138. Of course,

DflA I
DEM I

setting the control code must be done
immediately at the beginning of pro-
grams used to control the port, and
would be something like POKE 8315,
138.

Port C, address 8314, is set next to
disable the EPROM output (OE HIGH-
IC4), and prevent IC6 from transmitting
data DS HIGH and setting RDE low. This
allows data from IC6 to be placed into
Port B (address 8313). The DAV (data
available) output goes high when serial
data enters IC6, and this acts as a FLAG

to tell the computer that information is

ready to be read from Port B.
Unfortunately, the ZX81 code

system is not compatible with ASCII, so
received CHR$ will need to be trans-
lated. Port B is read and this data is

placed into Port A (address 8312) and
EPROM IC4, where it is translated and

NTE
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram.

placed into Port B again. Reading Port B
will produce the required character for
printing to the screen display. Using an
EPROM for code translation makes
programming much simpler and
reduces memory requirements, al-
though IC4 could be omitted and data
read from Port B direct. This arrange-
ment would be used when communica-
ting with another ZX81.

Transmit Mode
Port C is used to reset the DAV

output via IC5. Disable the receive data
lines P5 to P12 by taking RDE high, hold
IC4-A8 high (this address line must be
high for Tx codes and low for Rx codes)
and enable IC4 output by taking OE low.
ZX codes for transmitting are then
placed into Port A and IC4, and hence to

the UART. DS (transmit data strobe) is
taken low, to latch data from pins 26 to
33 into IC6, then DS is taken high to
transmit data in serial form via IC5, S8,
to pins 6 and 4 (OV).

Switches S1 to S6 set various status
bits, character length and parity as
shown in Tables la and b. Switches S7
and S8 allow the user to select either
normal or inverted signals for receive or
transmit, depending on the system
connected. R1 and C6 reset both
UART and I/O port when first switched
on, and D2 and C7 apply a fast nega-
tive pulse for resetting DAV output.

Switch
1

2
5

Closed Open
parity no parity

one stop bit two stop bits
odd parity even parity

Table la.

Bits per
character Switch 3 Switch 4

5 closed closed
6 closed open
7 open closed
8 open open

Table lb.
A standard switch setting would be

switches 1, 2, 3, and 5 open and
switches 4 and 6 closed. This gives7 bits
per character, 2 stop bits and no parity.
S6 would normally be left closed, as this
places all status bits onto the output
lines.
Address Description Function
8315 Control Data 138.-

address set mode
8314 Port C Lower output -

Upper input
8313 Port B InPut only
8312 Port A Output only
Table 2. All Port addresses and their functions.
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Construction
Start construction by fitting all 83

track pins. They are inserted through
the holes in the PCB marked with a
circle. Press them home and apply
solder to both sides of the board. Next
fit the five resistors and four diodes.
Around one end of the diode body is a
black band, and this should be lined up
with the white bar on the PCB legend.

Now place all seven IC sockets in
position. ICs 3 and 6 use 40 -pin
sockets, IC4 uses a 24 -pin socket, ICs 1,

2, and 5 use 14 -pin sockets, and IC7
uses an 8 -pin socket. Solder these into
place to prevent them falling out whilst
you are completing the assembly.

Insert the DIL switches S1 to S6.
They are of dual construction, and have

two switches per package. Each switch
is operated by moving one of the plastic
arrows on the top, the numbers 1 and 2

being the 'on' position. The arrow
crossbar is shown on the PCB legend to

assist with correct orientation. Switches
S7 and 8 are of a different construction,
being the changeover type of switch,
and these have a large plastic cap on
top with three small arrows. Again, the
legend will assist you in locating these

components.
Insert the disc and plate ceramic

capacitors. C9 is a silver micatype, and,
being much larger than the others is
easily recognised. When fitting Cl and
6 ensure correct polarity. Preset RV1

can now be fitted, as can the six
veropins. Finally, insert a 1/2in 6BA bolt
through the PCB, from the track side,
and place a vaned heatsink in position
over it. Mount REG 1 onto the heatsink,
ensuring that the bolt goes through the
mounting tab on the regulator body. No
mounting kit or silicon compound is

necessary here. Use a 6BA washer and
nut to clamp REG 1 to the heatsink and
PCB. All three leads can now be bent
and inserted through the board for
soldering. Solder all components care-
fully in place, cut off the excess leads
and inspect for bad joints and short
circuits.

Scrubbing excess flux from the
track, using thinners and a stiff brush,
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Figure 2. PCB legend and artwork.

1N4148
BZY88C4V7

EESgo

Figure 3. Pinouts.

1 PRINT TAB 6; "RECEIVE CODES"
2 LET T = 0
3 LET H$ = "0123456789ABCDEF"
4 POKE 8315, 138
5 POKE 8314, 9
10 FOR I = 0 TO 255
15 PRINT AT 9,5; "ADDRESS DEC HEX"

20 POKE 8312, I
25 LET P = PEEK 8313
30 PRINT TAB 7; I+T ; TAB 14; P; "; TAB 19;
35 PRINT H$(1+INT(P/16));H$(1+P-(16*INT(P/16)))
40 NEXT I
45 IF T = 256 THEN STOP
50 CLS
55 PRINT TAB 6; "TRANSMIT CODES"
60 LET T = 256
65 POKE 8314, 13
70 GOTO 10

will make inspection easier and often
remove solder blobs and whiskers
otherwise overlooked.

Testing
Do not insert any ICs at this stage.

Solder a connecting wire between pins
1 and 2, set RV1 wiper with its centre
pointing to the arrow legend on the PCB.

Set S4 to 'on', that is with the brown
arrow at 1, and also set S6 to 'on'.
Switches 1, 2, 3, and 5 are set to the 'off'

5 REM TEST PROGRAM 2.
10 LET CW=8315
15 LET C=8314
20 LET B=8313
25 LET A=8312
30 POKE CW, 138
35 POKE C, 15
40 IF 1NKEY$<>"" THEN GOTO 40
45 IF INKEY$= "" THEN GOTO 45

50 LET W$=INKEY$
55 POKE A, (CODE W$)
60 POKE C, 13
65 POKE C, 5
70 POKE C, 15
75 IF PEEK C<128 THEN GOTO 75

80 POKE C, 14
85 POKE A, (PEEK B)
90 POKE C, 8
95 PRINT CHR$(PEEK B))
100 GOTO 40

Program 1.

Program 2.



ZX81 MODEM INTERFACE PARTS LIST
Resistors - All 0.4W 1% Metal Film.
RI. 1k
R2 100k
R3 1M
R4,5 1508
RV1 1M Hor-sub min Preset

Capacitors
CI
C2-5 inc, 8
C6
C7
C9

Semiconductors
D1,2,3
04
REG 1
ICI

100uF 10V PC Electrolytic
100nF Minidisc
2u2F Tantalum
lriF Ceramic
100pF Silvered Mica

1N4148
BZY88C4V7
uA78M051JC
74LS27

(ACK)
(M100K)

(M1M)
2 off (IV1150R)

(WR64U)

(FF1OL)
5 off (YR75S)

(WW62S)
(WX68Y)
(WX13P)

3 off (QL808)
(QH06G)
(QL28F)
(YF18U)

1C2 74LS30
1C3 8255A
1C4 2716/M6
IC5 74LS14
IC6 AY -3-1015D
107 ICM7555

Miscellaneous
S1-6 inc.
S7,8

OIL Switch SPST Dual
DIL Switch SPDT Single
8 -Pin DIL Skt
14 -Pin OIL Skt
24 -Pin DIL Skt
40 -Pin OIL Skt
Vaned Heatsink
Bolt 6BA x 1/2"
Nut 6BA
Veropin 2141
Track Pin
PCB

(YF2OW)
(VH50E)
(QY52G)
(YFI2N)

(WQ18U)
(YH63T)

3 off (XX26D)
2 off (XX28F)

(13117T)
3 off (BL18U)

(BL2OW)
2 off (HQ38R)

(FL58N)
1 Pkt (8F06G)
1 Pkt (13F18U)
1 Pkt (FL21X)
2 Pkts (FL82D)

(GB23A)

A complete kit of all parts is available for this project.
Order As LKO8J (ZX81/Modem Interface).

position, and switches 7 and 8 to 'INV'.
With no power attached, plug the
interface PCB into your ZX81 or Exten-
di board, and switch on. Use a voltmeter
connected to OV (pin 4/5), and check
for +5V on the output pin (right-hand
side) of REG 1. Switch off, insert ICs
and re -apply power. You should be
rewarded with a cursor on the screen,
as normal. If a frequency counter or
oscilloscope is available, check for a
4.8kHz signal on pins 17 and 40 of IC6,
and adjust RV1 to suit. When testing
programs, note that on a 1K only
machine the interface will still function,
although you will not be able to run the
machine code program and have a full
screen display.

Now enter and run test program 1.
This will test all port locations, along
with the EPROM addresses 0 to 511.
The display data, printed in decimal
and hexadecimal, shows ASCII and
ZX81 CHR$ codes stored in IC4.

After typing the program enter
RUN/NEWLINE. The program will stop
after printing EPROM address 511; with
an error 9 at line 45, which is all right. If,
however, your test program fails before
this make sure that you have entered all
eighteen lines correctly. If you still have

problems the Port may be faulty, in
which case you will need to POKE data
into Port A and PEEK Port B to get an
indication of the failure.

Next, enter and run program 2.
Connect pins 3 and 6 together on the
module, and press any key. Data will be
transmitted and received, then printed
on the TV display, proving that the
module is functioning correctly. The
display is limited to around 400CHR$ in
1KB.

Using the Interface
As mentioned previously, the pro-

gram and working system require a
minimum of 1050 bytes of memory,
which means that to display a full
screen of data a RAM extension is
required. You could, however, write a
simple receive only routine, for testing
your interface with modem systems,
but BASIC is too slow for this applica-
tion, so machine code programs be-
come necessary. Program 3, entered
into a REM statement, will allow two-
way communication with the Maplin
on-line computer, and also several
other commercial data links. The TV
display will be blank until data is
received, whereupon the bottom line

10 REM "MI"
20 REM (Type in 110 full

stops)
30 FOR I = 16524 TO 16632
40 INPUT A
50 POKE I,A
60 NEXT I

On receiving this kit you should
check the type code number on the
package of IC3. If this number
specifically reads as NEC D8255
A -C, you should slightly modify the
board as follows. Leave out the
track pin that connects MREQ to
IC1 pin 9. Connect pin 9 to OV (pin
7) and leave MREQ floating.

Go into FAST mode, press RUN then NEWLINE
and enter the following Decimal codes.
(Enter each code then NEWLINE.)
Each code is a number between 0 & 255 inc.

THE CORRECTED VERSION IS AS FOLLOWS -

62 138 50 123 32 205 14 12 14 0 33 122 32 54 11 54 10
126 230 128 40 28 58 121 32 50 120 32 54 9 58 121 32
254 10 40 229 254 118 40 220 215 62 32 12 185 40 213
24 216 229 197 237 75 37 64 33 255 255 167 237 66 40
40 17 0 1 167 237 82 40 32 205 189 7 126 237 75 37 64
33 255 255 191 237 66 32 244 50 120 32 33 122 32 203
118 40 252 54 13 54 5 54 10 193 225 191 24 164

Program 3.

will fill with characters and scroll
when full.

Carriage return codes will scroll the
display while line feed codes are
trapped and not used. Once you have
established a data link, transmission
can be direct from the keyboard - no
transmit or receive mode control codes
are required here. Provided that sys-
tems connected to the interface have
echo facilities, you may print to the
screen via the transmission path, not
directly from the keyboard. Many shift
characters are valid, but some of them
will be decoded as question marks,
along with all the unused EPROM
address codes.

Function and Graphics modes are
not used, and should generate either
shifted or direct key characters. Faci-
lities do not exist for deleting characters
or for clearing the screen. The BREAK
key returns a space and NEWLINE gives
carriage return when typing program 3.

Once the last character has been
entered the program will stop running.
Return to SLOW mode and press
NEWLINE. You will see line 20 full of
characters and symbols. Parts of the
line will be blank due to code 118 being
entered, but this is all right. Now check
the data by changing line 40 to PRINT I,
and line 50 to PRINT PEEK I. Now RUN
30 and a check list giving each address
and the number stored there will fill the
screen. To continue press CONT-
NEWLINE.

When you are happy with your
efforts RUBOUT lines 30 to 60 and type
in line 30 LETA=USR 16524. The func-
tion USR is below key L, and 16524 is
the starting address of the machine
code program. You would be well
advised at this stage to save 'Ml' on
cassette a few times. 'Ml' is short for
Modem Interface, although obviously
any recognition code could be used. If
line 10 REM statement length is in-
creased, the starting address 16524
will also be increased, so you must
calculate this when changing the pro-
gram name, or all will be lost!

To operate the system, hook up
modem, or whatever you are trying to
communicate with, to pins 3 (serial
input), 4 (OV), and 6 (serial output), and
load the program. Type RUN-NEWLINE
and make the communicating link. You
may now receive or transmit data as
required.
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* Enables calibration
of receivers.

* Checks the position of
the edges of amateur
band allocations.

* Produces markers at switchable intervals of

1MHz, 100kHz, 12.5kHz, or 10kHz.

by A. J. Bell, BSc, GW4JJW

Introduction
This article describes a crystal cali-

brator designed around CMOS logic

IC's, which produces markers switch -

able at intervals of 1MHz, 100kHz,

12.5kHz or 10kHz. When the calibrator

was tested using a spectrum analyser,

the markers were found to be complete

to 300MHz - beyond this frequency

they approached the spectrum analy-

ser noise level. The markers can be

amplitude modulated with a lkHz tone,

a facility which produces markers at

1kHz intervals. The current consump-

tion of the crystal calibrator is less than

3mA at 9V (27mW) - less power than

would be consumed by a single 74 -

series TTL integrated circuit.

Operation
The circuit diagram of the crystal

calibrator is shown in figure 1, and the

various semiconductor
pinouts and

logical functions in figure 2. A stabilised

voltage supply, comprising TR2 and D2.

supplies power to all the CMOS logic. In

order to reduce power consumption the

zener diode is run at a lower current

than normal. Three different zener

BC108 BF173
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diodes were tried under these condi-
tions and all functioned satisfactorily. A
single CMOS NOR gate(IC1a) is used as
a 1MHz crystal oscillator, whose fre-
quency may be trimmed using'VCl.
The output from the oscillator is buf-
fered by another section of the NOR
gate(IC1d) and then fed into a chain of
dividers which produce frequencies of
100kHz, 12.5kHz and 10kHz. These,
together with the original 1MHz, are fed
into the data selector(IC6).

A "data selector" is a type of logic IC
that selects only one of many inputs.
The selection is performed according to
the value set on its address line inputs.
Figure 2 shows the logical functions of
the data selector, type 4512, used in the
crystal calibrator. It can be seen that if
all address lines are high, data line "X7"
will be selected. For the crystal cali-
brator, inputs X7, X6, X5 and X3 are
used for the 1MHz, 12.5KHz, 100KHz
and 10kHz signals respectively. These
particular input lines were chosen be-
cause they can be selected by making
none or any one of the address lines
logical zero - this is the function of the
interval switch SW2.

The use of a data selector allows the
marker interval to be chosen by switch-
ing DC signal levels, instead of the
standard method of switching the RF
signals directly. This keeps the lengths
of the wire carrying RF to a minimum,
thereby reducing radiation or pickup.

When SW1 is closed, IC4 is freed
from its reset state and produces a
1kHz signal which is inverted by !Mc
and fed to the inhibit of IC6. This
amplitude modulates its output which
is fed to the base of TR1 via a 27k ohm

resistor and a parallel ceramic capa-
citor. TR1 is a UHF transistor with a very
high ft. In its collector is a 1N914 diode,
a non-linear load, which generates
harmonics. Finally the RF output is
taken via 10pF ceramic capacitor, C3,
to both a BNC connector and a terminal
post, thereby offering a choice of con-
nection.

Construction
The calibrator was constructed on

B1 S3

XTL1 1

S2

0 0

0 IC1
lel

IC5 IC6

CMOS CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR GB21X

4
7/ Br 3

81

9\ C\

11

S1 Terminals
SK A

0

0

Figure 3. PCB layout and wiring diagram.

double -sided, copper clad glass fibre
epoxy board, size 100mm x 60mm. The
top surtade of the PCB was used as a
ground plane and the underside for
interconnections. The artwork for the
PCB and the component layout are
given in figures 3 and 4. If you drill the
PCB, copper surrounding the holes on
the component side should be removed
by countersinking with a 3/16 inch
drill. The author used IC sockets
throughout, but there is no reason why
the IC's could not be soldered directly
on to the PCB provided a low leakage
soldering iron is used and normal
CMOS precautions are observed. The
two capacitors, C2 and C3 must be low
inductance type, such as disc ceramic,
so as to obtain a good high frequency
response from the calibrator. Although
IC1 is specified as a quad NOR gate, it is
used throughout as an inverter - one
input of each of the three gates used
being grounded.

The crystal calibrator described is
possibly more comprehensive than will
be required in some instances. Various
functions can easily be removed from
the circuit if required. For example, if
IC5 is omitted then the 12.5KHz option
will be unavailable. If IC4 is omitted and
pin -12 of its socket is connected to Vdd
via 100K ohm resistor, then the tone
facility will be unavailable.

Alignment
The calibrator is best aligned when it

has been installed in its working posi-
tion (box or rig). The station RX is
switched to AM and tuned to one of the
standard frequency services, such as
MSF on 5MHz. The calibrator is
switched on and loosely connected to
the RX antenna socket in parallel with
the antenna used to receive MSF. If the
RX uses "UHF" type connectors, un-
screw the outer skirt and pull the plug
half way out of the socket. Take a length
of wire, strip both ends, connect one
end to the terminal post and loop the
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other end over the exposed inner sec-

tion of the plug. A beat note generated

by the mixing of the standard service
and the calibrator should be heard from

the RX. To align the calibrator, trimmer
capacitor VC1 should be adjusted to
zero beat the two signals. An oscillo-

scope connected to the AF output from

the RX is useful for monitoring the beat

note frequency down to a few Hz. Zero

beat is the position at which the beat
note disappears after the note becomes
progressively lower in frequency. Very

low frequency beats, less than 1Hz.

manifest themselves as a cyclic slow

rise and fall in background noise level.

The higher the frequency of the stan-

dard service used, the sharper, and
hence more precise, will be the zero
beat position. Note that an error of 10Hz

at 5MHz will multiplied to an error of

1kHz at 500MHz.

Applications
A crystal calibrator is used to check

the calibration of receivers, and in the

amateur sphere is particularly useful in
checking the position of the edges of

the amateur band allocations. To do
this, the RX is tuned as close as possible

to the required band edge. The cali-
brator is then loosely connected to the

antenna socket of the RX. If the band
edge is on a 1MHz boundary (28.0MHz)
then 1MHz markers should be selec-

ted. Alternatively if the band edge is on

a 100KHz boundary (3.5MHz-3.8MHz)

then select 100KHz. Failing this,

12.5KHz and 10KHz intervals are avail-

able for use. Receivers are usually cali-

brated according to the type of emis-

sion to be received.
For AM tune the RX for a peak S -

Meter reading from the calibrator sig-
nal. If no S -Meter is available switch on

the tone facility and tune for loudest
tone. Using the tone facility, however, is

of limited value as markers at 1KHz
intervals tend to be generated but are

lower in amplitude than the 100KHz
and 1MHz signals. For SSB reception
the RX should be set to receive the

appropriate side -band and tuned so as

to zero beat the calibrator signal. For

CW, the situation is a little more diffi-

cult, as the RX is usually tuned about
800Hz lower in frequency than the
incoming signal - this produces the

audible tone. Usually, however, re-
ceivers are calibrated such that SSB

and CW give identical readouts, and

therefore the RX should be set to
receive CW and then tuned to zero beat

the calibrator signal. It may not be
possible to hear low frequency beat
notes when using narrow CW filters.

Note that a station transmitting on the

same frequency as the calibrator would
be inaudible, being zero beat, and the

RX would normally be tuned about
800Hz away from the zero beat posi-

tion in order to copy CW transmissions.

It is important to remember that if the

TX carrier is positioned close to a band

edge care must be taken to ensure that

no sidebands are radiated outside the

authorised frequency band.
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PARTS LIST FOR
CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR

Resistors - All 0.4W 1% metal film unless specified.

RI IMO
R2-5 IOOk

4 off

R6 27k
R7,8 10k

2 off

Capacitors
CI
C2,4,5,7-9
C3
C6
VC1

Semiconductors
DI
ZDI
TR1
TR2
IC1
IC2-4
IC5
106

22pF Mica
lOnF Disc
10pF Ceramic
100uf PC elect.
65pF Trimmer

lN914
BZY88C8V2
BF173
BC108
4001BE
4017BE
40228E
45126E

(M1M0)
(N1100K)

(M27K)
(M1OK)

(WX05F)
6 off (SXOOA)

(WX44X)
(FFI I M)
(WL72P)

(WIN)
(QHI2N)
(QY53H)
(Q832K)
(QX01 B)

3 off (QX09K)
(QW19V)
(QW84F)

Miscellaneous
S1,3
S2
SKA

SPST ultra min. toggle
Rotary SW4B
BNC square skt.
Terminal post green
Terminal post yellow
DIL socket 14 pin
Coll socket 16 pin
PP3 Clip
PP3 Battery
1MHz FS crystal
Crystal Socket 6u
PC Board
Box DCM5005
Collet knob black
15rrim collet cap black
15mm collet nut cover
Tag 6BA
Wire black
Veropins type 2141
Track pins

2

1 pkt
1 metre
1 pkt
1 1)1(t

(FH97F)
(FF75S)

(YiNO0A)
(101)5F)
(HFO9K)
(BLI8U)
(BL19V)
(HF28F)

(HX62S)
(HX61R)
(GE321.X)
(LH73Q)
(R)(165)
(WI.45Y)
(RX1811)
(BF29G)
(BLOOA)
(Ft.21X)
(FL82D)

A complete of all parts, excluding the case, is available.

Order As LK1OL (X'tal Calibrator Kit).
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* Improved
performance

* Needs no
modifications to
receiver

* High filter
attenuation rate

* Easy to build

by Robert Penfold
The performance of many com-
munications receivers is not all
that one would desire, and prob-

ably the most common failing is a lack
of really good I.F. filtering which results
in an excessive amount of adjacent
channel interference. A simple way of
obtaining improved performance is to
use an audio filter to process the audio
output of the receiver, and although this
does not give a level of improvement
equal to that produced by adding high
quality I.F. filters to the receiver, it
nevertheless gives a substantial im-
provement. An advantage of this
system is that it avoids the need for any
modifications to the receiver (which,
even if successful, could reduce its
resale value), and the filter is simply
wired between an audio output socket
of the receiver and the headphones or a
loudspeaker.

This filter has a 36dB per octave
lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of
about 2.5kHZ, and an 18dB per octave
highpass filter with a cutoff frequency
at about 150HZ. This very restricted
audio bandwidth helps to greatly atten-
uate adjacent channel interference but
does not impair the intelligibility of
speech signals. The high attenuation
rate of the filters, particularly the low-
pass type, gives the unit a level of
performance which is superior to most
audio processors of this type.

An additional and useful feature of
this audio processor is an expander. In
the presence of a reasonably strong
signal this allows the signal to pass
through to the output normally, but
when the signal level is low (during
pauses in a voice signal for example)
the signal is severely attenuated. By
reducing the noise during gaps in the
wanted signal it is often easier to copy

the signal, especially where it is neces-
sary to copy the signal for some time.
Under some circumstances the use of
the expander can produce an apparent
boost in the signal to noise ratio of the
processed signal, and it can make a
worthwhile reduction in general back-
ground noise as well as adjacent chan-
nel interference.

Just how well or otherwise the unit
performs depends almost entirely on
the receiver with which it is used and on
reception conditions. There is ob-
viously more scope for the processor to
produce an improvement if it is used
with a wide bandwidth receiver under
poor conditions than if it is used with
one that has good I.F. filtering and
under good reception conditions. How-
ever, the prototype has been tried over a
period of a few months with a short
wave receiver which has 7kHZ mech-
anical I.F. filters, and a comparison of

the processed and unprocessed signals
almost invariably revealed a substantial
improvement with the processor in use,
especially for S.S.B. reception. The
unit has also been tried with an F.M.
C.B. transceiver with similar results.

Block Diagram
Figure 1 shows the block diagram

for the processor, and as will
be apparent from this, the filtering is
used before the expander stages. This
is important as it helps to prevent
unwanted signals from operating the
expander, and it does so simply be-
cause the filtering prevents some of
these unwanted signals from reaching
the expander. A buffer stage is used at
the input to ensure that the lowpass
filter is fed from a suitably low source
impedance, and the lowpass filter is
actually two 18dB per octave filters in
series rather than a single filter block.

IN
Buffer

L.P. E

36dB/oct

H.P. E

18dB/oct

Amplifier

Rectifier

Smoothing

V.C.A.
Output
Stage

OUT

Figure 1. Block diagram.
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Figure 2. Circuit diagram of the filters.

After passing through the highpass
filter the signal is fed through a voltage

controlled amplifier (V.C.A.) which has

only a small control voltage under
quiescent conditions. It consequently
attenuates the input signal. Some of the

output of the highpass filter is fed to an
amplifier, and then the amplified sig-

nal is rectified and smoothed to pro-
duce a D.C. signal which is roughly
proportional to the amplitude of the
input signal. This D.C. signal is fed to

the control input of the V.C.A. and
provides an increase in gain if the input

signal is sufficiently strong. Thus the
required action is obtained with low
level signals being attenuated while
high levels signals are through the
V.C.A. unattenuated.

The output stage will drive any
normal type of headphones, and will
also drive an 8 ohm impedance loud-
speaker with an output power of up to

about 500mW R.M.S.

The Circuit
Figure 2 shows the circuit diagram

for the input buffer and filter stages of
the unit. IC la is the buffer stage and is a

straightforward non -inverting unity

voltage gain circuit which is biased by

R1 and R2.
IC1b is used as the basis of the first

section of the lowpass filter, and this
uses a standard configuration. R3, R4,

R5, C3 and C4 effectively form a second

order active filter, but due to the high
value of C3 a pronounced peak in the

response is produced just below the

cutoff frequency. R3 and C2 form a
passive low pass filter which removes
this peak and gives an excellent overall
response with an abrupt introduction of
the full 18dB per octave attenuation
rate. The second lowpass filter stage is
based on IC2a and is virtually identical
to the first stage. The only difference is

that C6 has a slightly higher value than

its equivalent in the first filter section
(C3), and this gives a slight improve-
ment to the combined responses of the

twn filters.

The highpass filter uses IC2b, and

the configuration used is essentially the
same as that employed in each section

of the lowpass circuit, but the resistive
and capacitive filter elements are trans-

posed to give a highpass and not a
lowpass action. The final resistive ele-
ment of the filter is formed by the
parallel resistance of R11 and R12, and

as there is no D.C. path through C8 to

C10 to bias the non -inverting input of
IC2b these are used to provide a
suitable bias voltage.

Figure 3 shows the combined fre-
quency response of all three filter
sections.

Expander
The circuit diagram of the expander

and output stages of the processor are
shown in Figure 4. The V.C.A. is built

around IC3 which is an operational
transconductance amplifier and IC4

which is merely used as a buffer
amplifier. R17 and R19 form a negative

feedback network which set the voltage
gain of the V.C.A. at unity, but this
assumes that the bias current fed to the
amplifier bias input of IC3 (pin 5) is
sufficient to produce unity voltage gain.'

With RV1 at minimum resistance this
will indeed be the case and the ex-
pander action of the circuit is eli-

minated. However, with RV1 at maxi-
mum value the quiescent bias current
is greatly reduced and there is a sub-
stantial amount of attenuation through
the V.C.A. Intermediate settings of RV1

give a corresponding degree of attenua-
tion through the V.C.A.

Some of the output from the final
filter stage is taken via sensitivity con -
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Figure 3. Frequency response of the unit.
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Figure 4. Circuit of the expander and output stages.

trol RV1 to a high gain common emitter
amplifier which uses TR1. The output of
TR1 is rectified by D1 and D2, and
smoothed by C14. The resultant posi-
tive voltage is fed to the V.C.A. by way of
R21, and in the presence of a strong
input signal boosts the gain of the V.C.A.
to unity regardless of the setting of RV1.
RV2 is adjusted so that the wanted
signal operates the expander circuit but
the background noise does not. In

practice the circuit tends to operate for
the majority of the time at full gain or
the lower gain level set using RV1, and it
therefore operates virtually as a noise
gate. However, as the V.C.A. is not
switched between two levels of gain and
it can have intermediate levels of gain,
strictly speaking the circuit is an ex-
pander and not a noise gate. The attack
and decay times of the circuit are quite
short so that the unit responds to
changes in input level with adequate
rapidity.

A TBA820M integrated circuit is
used in the output stage and this device
gives an output power which is more
than sufficient for this application. R26
is a discrete feedback resistor which
sets the closed loop voltage gain of the
amplifier at a modest level of just over
20dB, but this is still excessive for this
application. An attenuator consisting of
R22 and R25 is therefore used to
reduce the gain of the circuit to a
satisfactory level.

Si is a bypass switch which can be
used to cut out the processor when it is
not required, and one pole of S1 (Sic) is
used to provide on/off switching. Power
is obtained from a PP6 size 9 volt
battery and the quiescent current con-
sumption of the circuit is approximately
8.5mA. The current drain increases
substantially, though, if the unit is used
at high volume with an 8 ohm im-
pedance loudspeaker, and if used in
this way it would be advisable to use a
larger battery, such as a PP9 size.

PARTS LIST FOR DXer's AUDIO PROCESSOR
Resistors - all OAW I% metal film unless specified.

R1,2,22
R3 -R8
R9
RIO
RII,I2
R13,14,24
RI5,16
R17,19
R18
R20
R21,25
R23
R26
R27
RV1
RV2
Capacitors
C1,11,12
C2,5
C3
G4,7
C6
C8,9
CIO
CI3
C14,22
C15
C16
C17,20
CI8,19
C21
Semiconductors
ICI,2
IC3
IC4
105
TR1
D1,2

Miscellaneous
SI
JK1,2
el

33k
10k
6k8
3k3
82k
4k7
1008
3k9
15k
22k
5k6
1M
560R
IR (VM 5% carbon)
2M2 tin pot
10k lin pot

220nF carbonate
6n8 polycarb.
15nF polyester
lnF mylar
22nF polyester
150nF polyester
68nF polyester
2u2 63V elect
luF 63V elect
22uF 25V elect
270pF ceramic plate
100uF 10V elect
100nF polyester
47uF 10V elect

1458C
CA3080E
741C 8 pin OIL
TBA82OM
BC108
1N4148

4 way 3 pole rotary
Standard 'Ain. jack
9V PP6 size
Case
Battery connector
Control knobs
Printed circuit board
6BA Vzin. bolts
68A nuts
6BA yin. spacers
Veropins type 2145
Wire

3 off (M33K)
6 off (M10K)

(M6K8)
(M3K3)

2 off (M82K)
3 off (M4K7)
2 off (M100R)
2 off (M3K9)

(M15K)
(M22K)

2 off (M5K6)
(1%/11100)

(M560R)
(B1R0)

(FWO9K)
(FWO2C)

3 off (WW45Y)
2 off (WW27E)

(BX71 N)
2 off (WW15R)

(BX72P)
2 off (BX77J)

(BX75S)
(FB15R)

2 off (FB12N)
(FB3OH)
(WX61R)

2 off (FB48C)
2 off (BX76H)

(FB38R)

2 off (01-146A)
(VH58N)
(QL22Y)

(WQ63T)
(Q832K)

2 off (QL808)

(FF75S)
2 off (HF9OX)

(XY45Y)
(HF28F)

3 off (HB260)
(GB19V)

1 pkt (BFO6G)
1 pkt (BF18U)
1 pkt (FW34M)
1 pkt (FL248)

(as req.) (BLOOA)

A complete kit of all parts, excluding the case and knobs, is available.
Order As LKO5F (D'Xers Audio Processor kit). Price £14.95.
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Figure 5. PCB layout and wiring.

Construction
Refer to Figure 5 for details of the

printed circuit boar and wiring of the
unit. Veropins are used at points on the
printed circuit board where connec-
tions to off -board components will be
made. Be careful to fit the semiconduc-
tor devices onto the board with the
correct orientation, especially the inte-
grated circuits which would be difficult

to remove from the board once sold-
ered into place. Note that there is a
single link wire on the board (near to
R13 and R16).

An instrument case having approxi-
mate outside dimensions of 200 by 125
by 75mm makes a good housing for this
project, and a suitable front panel
layout can be seen by referring to the
photographs. S1 is a 4 way 3 pole rotary
type having an adjustable end stop, and
the latter is set for 2 way operation. The

recommended case has an aluminium
chassis and the completed printed
circuit board is mounted on this using
1/2 inch 6BA bolts plus 1/4 inch 6BA
spacers to hold the underside of the
board well clear of the chassis. Mount
the board towards the front of the
chassis so that there is sufficient space
for the battery to the rear of the board.
The unit is then finished by wiring in
the controls, battery connector, and
sockets. continued on page 2$
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With sales of the Commodore
64 steadily rising there must be
a vast number of users be-

coming increasingly frustrated in the
knowledge that they are the proud
owners of a powerful and yet undocu-
mented machine.

The users manual which accom-
panies the 64 is extremely basic, and
continually makes reference to the
Programmers Reference Guide for
more information on the concepts of
advanced operation. Where is this Ora-
cle? No doubt it will materialise in time,
but for all you Commodore 64 owners
here are some routines to whet your
appetites.

Joysticks
The 64 has two control ports which

are controlled by one of two CIA chips.
these are 6526's and control the I/O

and interrupts etc. CIA 1 handles IRQ
whilst CIA 2 handles NMI. To read the
joystick switches use the following
JY = NOT PEEK(56320) AND 15
this will yield 1 for UP, 2 for DOWN, 4 for
LEFT, 8 for RIGHT, and the appropriate'
combinations for the diagonals. To read
the fire button use
FB = NOT PEEK(56320) AND 16
(I have used Port B. Replace address
with 56321 for Port A.)

High Resolution
Graphics

Another feature of the Commodore
64 is its high resolution graphics faci-
lity. This is not even hinted at in the
manual - so here it is. The screen has its

by Nigel Fawcett

Pixels arranged in a 320 by 200 matrix.
In normal operation the screen requires
1000 bytes of RAM to hold the code for
each of the 1000 possible character
positions. In Bit Map Mode every Pixel
on the screen needs to be addressable -
64000 bits are needed and one byte
contains 8 bits - so 8000 bytes will be
required in RAM to enable high resolu-
tion graphics. Program 1 is written in
basic to demonstrate this facility.

You will notice that in this mode the
screen memory starts at 24K, and the
colour memory starts at 16K. The
screen will be completely blank, but
due to the slow nature of BASIC it
adequately demonstrates how the
screen is mapped. Program 2 executes
the same function in machine code
(somewhat faster), and then allows the
screen to be used as a doodle pad with a
joystick in control Port B.

MING VIE
C IM1IM -2E b41

100 V1=56576: V2=53248
105 RESTORE
110 FOR I=0 TO 42
120 READ A:POKE 832+I,A
130 NEXT I
140 POKE VI,PEEK(V1) AND 254
150 POKE V2+24,8
160 POKE V2+17,PEEK(V2+17) OR 32
170 SYS 832
1000 C1%00:C2%=0:81%=0:B2%=0
1010 JY=NOT PEEK(56320) AND 15
1020 IF JY AND 1 THEN GOSUB 11000
1030 IF JY AND 2 THEN GOSUB 12000
1040 IF JY AND 4 THEN GOSUB 13000
1050 IF JY AND 8 THEN GOSUB 14000
1060 IF NOTPEEK(56320) AND 16 THEN 105

1070 00T0 1010
2000 GOTO 2000
3000 DATA 162,32,160,0,169,0,141,0,96,
3010 DATA 239,162,4,160,0,169,2,141,0,
3020 DATA 288,239,96
10999 RETURN
11000 B1X=B1%-1:IF SGN(B1%)<>-1 THEN 11100

11010 B1%=7:C1X=C1X-1
11020 IF Ci%<0 THEN C1%=24
11100 CH=C1X*320+C2X*8+B1%+24576
11110 POKE CH,PEEK(CH) OR (2TB2%)
11999 RETURN
12000 B1X=B1X+1:IF B1%<8 THEN 12100

12010 81%=0:C1X=C1X+1
12020 IF C1X>24 THEN C1%=0
12100 CH=C1.0320+C2%*8+B1X+24576
12110 POKE CH,PEEK(CH) OR (2TB2%)

12999 RETURN
1300e B2%=B2X+1:IF B2X<8 THEN 13100

13010 B2%=0:C2%=C27-1
13020 IF C2%<0 THEN C2%=39

13100 CH=C1%*320+C2%*8+B1X+24576
13110 POKE CH,PEEK(CH) OR (2TB2%)
13999 RETURN
14000 B2X=B2X-1:IF SON(B2%)0-1 THEN 14100

14010 B2%=7:C2X=C2%+1
14020 IF C27.>39 THEN C2%=0

14100 CH=C17..320+C27.*8+B1%+24576
14110 POKE CH,PEEK(CH) OR (21132%)

14999 RETURN
32767 END

Program 2

100 V1=56576: V2=53248:
140 POKE V1,PEEK(Y1) AND 254:
150 POKE V2+24,8:
160 POKE V2+17,PEEK(Y2+17) OR 32:
170 FOR X=0 TO 8191:
180 POKE 24576+X,0:
190 NEXT X
200 FOR X=0 TO 1023:
210 POKE 16384+X,1:
215 REM:
220 NEXT X
300 GOTO 300:
32767 END

Program 1

238,71,3,136,208,245,238,72,3,202,208
64,238,92,3,136,208,245,238,93,3,202

REM POINTERS TO CIA AND VIDEO CHIPS
REM SET UP CIA CHIP
REM RECONFIGURE SCREEN MEMORY MATRIX
REM ENABLE BIT MAP MODE
REM 8K FOR SCREEN MEMORY MAP
REM CLEAR MEMORY

REM 1K FOR COLOUR MEMORY
REM SET COLOUR TO WHITE - CHANGE THIS
REM FOR ANY pouf?, CODE 0-15

REM RUN/STOP & RESTORE TO BREAK OUT!
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1000
1010
1020
1030

1035
1040
1100
1110

1200
1210
1220
1230
1300
1305

1306

2000
2010
3000

POKE 56334,PEEK(56334) AND
POKE 1,PEEK(1) AND 251:
FOR I=0 TO 2047
POKE 12288+I,PEEK(53248+1):
REM:

NEXT I

POKE 1,PEEK(1) OR 4:
POKE 56334,PEEK(56334) OR 1

FOR 1=13312 TO 13327:

READ C:
POKE I,C:
NEXT I
POKE 53272,(PEEK(53272) AND
REM:

REM:

PRINT "M":
PRINT "S@@@@@AAARAIA !!!!":

254: REM SET UP CIA CHIP
REM SET UP I/O DIRECTION

REM COPY THE CURSOR UP MODE CHARACTER
SET INTO RAM STARTING AT 12K

REM RESET THE I/O DIRECTION
REM RESET THE CIR CHIP
REM ALTER THE CHARACTERS WHICH NORMALLY
REM HAVE SCREEN CODES 128 & 129
REM (NORMALLY REVERSE @ AND REVERSE A)

240)+12
REM TELL THE VIDEO CHIP WHERE THE NEW

REM CHARACTER SET IS
REM CLEAR SCREEN

REM INVERSE @ AND INVERSE A I!!!

DATA 0,0,0,0,3,12,480192,3,12048,192,0,0,0,0

Program 3

1000 POKE 52,48:POKE 56,48:CLR
1010 FOR 1=832 TO 860
1020 READ A
1030 POKE I,A
1040 NEXT I
1050 POKE 56334,PEEK(56334) AND 254
1060 POKE 1,PEEK(1) AND 251

1070 SYS 832
1080 POKE 1,PEEK(1) OR 4
1090 POKE 56334,PEEK(56334) OR 1
1100 FOR 1=13312 TO 13327
1110 READ C
1120 POKE I,C
1130 NEXT I
1140 POKE 53272,(PEEK(53272) AND 240)+12
30000 DATA 162,8016000,173,00208,141,0048,238,69,3,238,72,30136,208,241,238
30010 DATA 70,3,238,73,3,202,208,232,96
31000 DATA 0,0,000,3,12,48,19203,12,48,19200,0,0,0

Program 4

Redefining the
character set

The 4K of memory required to
generate the 512 characters available
resides in ROM starting at memory
location 53248. This may come as a
surprise to those who are already aware
that the video chip controlling the
sprites starts at the same address.
Reading the character ROM can only be
achieved when the I/O chips are cor-
rectly configured, as program 3 will
show.

For those who were again disap-
pointed by the slowness of BASIC,
Program 4 performs the same function
using machine code.

These demonstration programs do
not by any means explain the full power
or capabilities of the Commodore 64.
There are many other places in RAM at
which the character set can be set up
and redefined. This is not the only
method of creating a bit mapped,
screen - multicolour modes have not
been shown nor has the ability to fine
scroll or mix Hi-res graphics with text -
this is just meant as an insight into the
possibilities that exist when program-
ming on this machine. Full details will
be found in the Programmers Ref-
erence Guide and more programs and
ideas will be given in future editions of
Electronics. Good programming.

D'XERS AUDIO
PROCESSORS
continued from page 216.

In Use
Satisfactory results will probably be

obtained if the unit is fed from either a
loudspeaker socket or a headphone
output of the receiver. If fed from an
output intended for low impedance
headphones the unit may provide in-
adequate output for use with a loud-
speaker or high impedance head-
phones. This is not likely to happen in
practice, but if necessary R22 could be
replaced with a link wire to provide an
increase in gain.

The processor will drive any normal
type of headphones, but with some low
impedance types he output of the unit
may be excessive. This can be over-
come by adding a resistor of about 100
ohms in value in series with one of the
leads to JK2. An 8 ohm impedance
loudspeaker can be driven at good
volume, and higher impedance loud-
speakers are also suitable, but the
maximum output power decreases
roughly in proportion to any increase in
loudspeaker impedance. The use of a
speaker impedance of less than 8 ohms
is not recommended.

When the expander is not required
RV1 is set in a fully anticlockwise
direction. It is not advisable to always
use the expander section of the pro-

cesor since it will be of little or no
benefit if the wanted signal is badly
affected by noise or interference, and
under these conditions the expander
may be unable to function at all. It is not
advisable to use the expander when
trying to receive a station which is
fading badly since the expansion will
simply make the fading worse.

If reception conditions are not very
poor and the expander is to be used,
RV1 is advanced in a clockwise direc-

tion to give the desired degree of
expansion (a roughly mid -point setting
should be satisfactory). VR2 is then
adjusted so that the wanted signal
readily operates the expander and is
reproduced at full volume, but during
pauses in the wanted signal the back-
ground noise or interference does not
and is consequently attenuated. After a
little experimentation there should be
no difficulty in setting these controls for
optimum results.
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DID YOU MISS THESE ISSUES?
Project Book 8
Copies of issue 8 are still
available, contents include:

Modem/RS232 Interface for Spectrum
computers, operates up to 2400 Baud,
has self contained operating system.
Synchime. Simulate bells, gongs, etc.,
with this interesting project.
Dragon 32 RS232/Modem Interface.
Plugs directly into ROM expansion
port, has programmable word format.
Codelock. A programmable electronic
lock which has many applications.
Logic Probe. Digital display instantly shows CMOS logic states
Minilab Power Supply. A versatile unit for your test bench.
Dragon 321/0 Ports. Two 8 bit ports; plugs into cartridge socket.
Doorbell for the Deaf. Flashes a bulb to attract attention.

All this for only 70p. Order As XAO8J (Maplin Magazine Volume

2 Issue 8) Price 70p NV.

Electronics Issue 10
Copies of issue 10 are still
available, contents include:

Spectrum Easyload. Novel battery
powered unit will enhance cassette
loading with the Spectrum.
80m Receiver. Single-sideband, direct
conversion, easy to build and align.
Fluorescent Tube Driver. An 8 Watt 12
Volt unit; ideal for camping, etc.
2.8kW Power Controller. A versatile
device which will handle up to 2.8kW.
Auto-Waa. Automatically produces Waa-Waa type effects.
Digi-Tel Expansion. Enables the Maplin Digi-Tel telephone
exchange to be expanded to accommodate 32 extesions.
Oric 1 Modem Interface. Connect the Maplin Modem to an Oric.
Dragon Extendiport. This project enables the cartridge socket
on the Dragon 32 to be brought to a more accessible position.

All this for only 70p. Order As XA1OL (Maplin Magazine Volume
3 Issue 10). Price 70p NV.

Electronics Issue 12
Copies of issue 12 are still
available, contents include:
RTTY Unit. Our TU1000 project will
receive and transmit and has the
RS232 port for direct connection to
your computer.
Computadrum. This project will
enable you to turn your computer into
a drum synthesiser.
Light Pen. Draw pictures on your TV
screen or select menu options with
this light pen. Much cheaper than
hitherto commercially available ready
built units.
PWM Motor Drive. High performance model motordriver
for 6V and 12V operation.
The ZX81 & Your Boat. A feature describing how to install a
computer controlled navigation system into your boat.
Project Fault Finding. Start of a series which shows how to go

about solving problems.
All this for only 70p. Order As XA12N (Maplin Magazine
Volume 3 Issue 12) Price 70p NV.

Electronics Issue 9
Copies of issue 9 are still
available, contents include:

Spectrum Keyboard. 47 full size, full
travel, keys; including single key
Graphics, Shift lock, Delete, etc. Plugs
directly into expansion port,
VIC Extendiboard. Provides three
expansion ports - one switchable.
Oric Talkback. A speech synthesiser
for the Oric 1 with vast vocabulary.
Infra -Red Movement Detector. Fitted
outside can detect people 30m away.
TDA7000 FM Radio. Easily built radio - requires no alignment.

ZX81 High Resolution Graphics. Full 256 x 192 fine pixel display,
draw patterns, textures, etc. Operates from extended BASIC.

Ten More Projects! including; Dynamic Noise Limiter for
personal stereo, Logic Pulser, 1K Extendi-RAM for ZX81,
TTL/RS232 Convertor, Pseudo Stereo AM Radio, plus lots more.

All this for only 70p. Order As XAO9K (Maplin Magazine Volume

3 Issue 9) Price 70p NV.

Electronics Issue 11
Copies of issue 11 are still
available, contents include:

Mapmix. Six channel mono/stereo,
battery operated audio mixer.
Xenon Tube Driver. Compact driver,
module with internal strobe oscillator.
Enlarger Exposure Meter. A simple &
inexpensive meter with a wide range.
8 Channel Fluid Detector. Monitor
fluid level with 8 LED display or check
for fluid level in up to 8 containers.
Servo & Driver Module. Complete
servo mechanics & driver module kit.
Mark II Noise Reduction Unit. An enhanced design of the

Noise Reduction Unit, improves signal-to-noise ratio by 30dB.
Cautious Ni-Cad Charger. This advanced design features;
multiple cell charging, auto discharge, fast charge & much more
Motherboard for the BBC Micro. Gives easy access to ports.

All this for only 70p. Order As XA11M (Maplin Magazine
Volume 3 Issue 11) Price 70p NV.

Electronics Issue 13

Copies of issue 13 are still
available, contents include:
Explosive Gas Alarm. Detects all
dangerously flammable gasses from
butane and natural gas through to
petrol and similar fuel vapours.
Flash Meter. An inexpensive, easy to
build Flash Meter which ensures that
you get your exposure right when
using your flash gun.
Musical Announcer. 28 different
tunes and chimes and adjustable
voicing probably makes this the
most comprehensive musical doorbell so far.
Mains Controller. An add-on for the 8 channel fluid detector
project which allows switching of heavy duty pumps etc.
Lasers and Fibre Optics. A fascinating look into the latest
technology of solid state lasers and optical fibre.
Sound Advice. Introducing Maplin's new range of Big Cat

loudspeakers and how to improve your speaker system.

All this for only 75p. Order As XA13P (Maplin Magazine
Volume 4 Issue 13) Price 75p NV.
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